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Selva vvv  

Po Valley Energy Limited 
Po Valley (PVE) is an ASX-listed oil and gas development and exploration company with 

a diverse portfolio of assets in Northern Italy. The company possesses preliminary 

approval for two key development assets, namely the Selva Malvezzi licence which 

contains the onshore Selva gas field, anticipated to be on production in 2020, and the 

Teodorico offshore gas discovery for which development plans are well advanced for 

the commencement of production in 2023. PVE’s core assets are complemented by 

several exploration permits which possess substantial onshore volumes of contingent 

and prospective resources and represent exciting longer term upside for the company. 

Italy is one of the major hydrocarbon producing regions in southern Europe with significant 

gas production and associated infrastructure located in the Po Valley river region and 

offshore in the Adriatic Sea. However, only 8% of Italian gas demand is satisfied by domestic 

production with the balance imported from Russia, North Africa and Qatar. With Italy served 

by an extensive gas pipeline infrastructure, a sophisticated services market in place and 

robust gas prices prevailing, we believe that a significant opportunity exists for PVE to deliver 

additional volumes of gas into a highly attractive domestic market. 

PVE’s most advanced asset is the Selva gas field, located on the Selva Malvezzi Production 

Concession (PVE: 63% and operator), which has been awarded preliminary approval by the 

Italian authorities. With successful flow testing completed in 2018, PVE booked a maiden net 

attributable reserve of 8.4 BCF. The development plan is to complete surface facilities and a 

1km connection to the Italian National Grid prior to the commencement of production in 

2020. With estimated annual net cash flow of over €3.5m from Selva at peak production, we 

are confident that PVE will have increased means to ramp up exploration activities within the 

highly prospective Selva Malvezzi licence area. 

PVE believes that there is significant upside in adjacent look-a-like structures, Selva North 

and South within the Production Concession. These contain net 2C resources of 8.9 BCF and 

have the potential to more than double the scale of the Selva development in the event of 

successful appraisal drilling. The licence possesses further resource upside represented by the 

Fondo Perino, Riccardina and East Selva prospects which combined are estimated to hold 

55.5 BCF of gas. PVE has plans to conduct a 3D seismic survey over these structures in order 

to de-risk the primary targets ahead of future exploration drilling. 

In the offshore region, PVE holds a 100% interest and operatorship of the d.40.AC-PY 

Production Concession which contains the tested but undeveloped Teodorico gas field. 

Teodorico contains 36.5 BCF of reserves over several intervals and PVE has outlined its plans 

for a c.€54m development programme consisting of two wells from an unmanned platform. 

Funding options for Teodorico include debt or construction finance or the appointment of a 

farm-in partner which will naturally adjust the value of Teodorico to PVE. However, any of 

these solutions will also de-risk the project enabling development plans to accelerate. 

PVE possesses significant upside across its wider portfolio of additional exploration assets. In 

particular, within the contiguous Cadelbosco Del Sopra and Grattasasso exploration permits 

(PVE: 100%) is the large onshore oil discovery, Bagnolo/Ravizza, which contains a net 2C 

contingent resource of 43.4 mmbbls, extending to a best case prospective resource of a 

further 54.5 mmbbls. In addition, the Torre del Moro (PVE: 100%) permit contains a large 

structure containing net best case prospective resources of 106 mmbbls. 

With PVE seeking to dual list on AIM in 2019, we have established coverage of the 

company with a NPV based valuation of 11.6c per share. With the current market 

capitalisation of the company already underpinned by the value of its interest in the 

Selva field, we believe that there is significant additional upside in the portfolio to be 

unlocked as the company broadens both its work programme and financing options. 
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Introduction to Po Valley Energy (PVE) 
Po Valley Energy (PVE) is a junior exploration and development company with an attractive portfolio of 

hydrocarbon assets located in Northern Italy. PVE was the first E&P company to bring new production to 

the Po Valley river region of Italy following the end of the ENI-Agip monopoly and the liberalisation of the 

Italian gas market in 1998. The company was listed on the Australian Stock Exchange (ASX) in December 

2014 and is in the final stages of seeking an introduction to the AIM market in the current year. 

PVE has been an operator in the Po Valley river region for well over a decade and the Directors (see 

Appendix) are highly experienced in managing each stage of the exploration and production process in 

addition to Italy’s often complex regulatory regime. The company’s holds operated interests in a diverse 

portfolio of assets which includes two preliminary Production Concessions under application in addition to 

several exploration licences which represent substantial longer term growth potential. The location of the 

company’s acreage is outlined on the map below.  

 

PVE’s Northern Italian asset portfolio 

 

Source: Company 
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The portfolio in more detail 

PVE’s core assets are the onshore Podere Gallina Exploration Licence and the offshore AR94PY (Teodorico) 

Exploration Licence. The wider Podere Gallina licence as seen on the previous map covers an area of 506 

km
2
 and contains the Selva Malvezzi Production Concession measuring 80.68 km

2
 within its boundaries. 

The wider licence also includes the Cembalina gas prospect in the northern part of the acreage. 

Within Selva Malvezzi is the Podere Maiar gas field, referred to as ‘Selva’ for the purposes of this research 

report. This is in addition to a range of adjacent gas prospects which are examined in greater detail in this 

document. The AR94PY licence is a large offshore exploration permit extending over 526 km
2
. Within this 

area is the d.40.AC-PY Production Concession (65.89 km
2
) containing the Teodorico gas discovery which 

the company plans to bring on production by 2023. 

Within the company’s exploration portfolio, PVE holds a 100% interest in the Torre del Moro exploration 

permit which has a large oil prospect estimated to hold up to 240 million barrels of oil. PVE also holds 

respective 100% and 85% operated interests in the Cadelbosco di Sopra oil and gas prospects and a 100% 

operated interest in the Grattasasso exploration permit. These both contain contingent oil and gas 

resources in addition to several exploration prospects. 
 

PVE portfolio summary 

Production concession Km
2
 Location PVE (%) Notes 

Teodorico (d.40.AC-PY) 65.89 Italy (Offshore Adriatic) 100% Preliminary award 

Selva Malvezzi 80.68 Italy (Emilia Romagna) 63% Preliminary award 

Exploration permits     

AR94PY 526.0 Italy (Offshore Adriatic) 100% Teodorico exploration upside 

Podere Gallina 506.0 Italy (Emilia Romagna) 63% Selva exploration upside 

Torre del Moro 111.0 Italy (Emilia Romagna) 100% Oil/condensate field 

Cadelbosco di Sopra (gas) 512.8 Italy (Emilia Romagna) 85% Gas prospects 

Cadelbosco di Sopra (oil)   100% Oil prospects 

Grattasasso 34.09 Italy (Emilia Romagna) 100% Oil and gas prospects 

Source: Company 

 

Licence details and regulatory issues 

We note that the company’s production concessions for Teodorico and Selva were granted preliminary 

approval in August 2015 and January 2019 respectively and the award of full production concessions are 

still subject to environmental and other approvals which may be affected by subsequent changes in Italian 

hydrocarbon law. However, we note that in the case of Selva, an EIA (Environmental Impact Assessment) 

was submitted to the appropriate authorities on 19 April 2019. 

With regard to the company’s exploration permits, we note that they all have more than three years before 

the earliest expiration. The earliest expiration date relates to AR94PY which expires on 8 January 2023. 

Torre del Moro is valid until February 2023 with the balance of the exploration portfolio exhibits licence 

expiry dates between June and September 2024. 

On 11 February 2019, the Italian government issued a decree which introduced an 18 month (extendable 

to 24 months) suspension of the processing of permits for exploration licences and new exploitation 

concessions. The objective of this decree was to determine which areas of the country are suitable for 

hydrocarbon activities from an environmental and social perspective and in areas deemed unsuitable, we 

understand that new production licences could be withdrawn and new licences not granted. 
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Although compensation would be paid to companies to reflect past costs incurred, independent consultant, 

CGG Services (UK) Limited has noted that the suspension does not affect the Selva Malvezzi and Teodorico 

Production Concessions which were requested before the decree was issued. 

 

Reserves and resources 

Outlined below is a summary of PVE’s reserves and resources across its entire asset base. The company’s 

core reserves base is allocated by independent consultant, CGG, to PVE’s Teodorico asset beyond the 12 

nautical mile coastal limit offshore Italy and the Selva gas field in the onshore region. Teodorico has 

substantial contingent resources within the 12 mile coastal limit. However, as these are unlikely to receive 

development approval under current Italian legislation, these are unlikely to be classified as reserves 

within the near future (see later section of this report). 

The Selva Malvezzi licence contains additional contingent gas resources in the form of the Selva North and 

Selva South accumulations which have previously been drilled and could represent low risk additions to 

the long term Selva production profile. There are also several additional prospects within the boundaries 

of the Production Concession, including East Selva, Fondo Perino and Riccardina which contain significant 

prospective resources upside. 

As outlined previously, PVE also possesses substantial contingent oil resources on Cadelbosco di Sopra and 

Grattasasso which together contain an estimated 43.4 mmbbls of 2C contingent oil resources with 

prospective resource upside.  

 

Net reserves and resources summary to PVE 

    Reserves   Contingent Resources Prospective Resources 

Licence Project/prospect 1P 2P 3P 1C 2C 3C Low  Best High 

GAS (BCF)                     

AR94PY Teodorico (Outside 12 miles) 26.7 36.5 47.5 

      

 

Teodorico (Inside 12 miles) 

   

7.4 10.6 14.0 

     PL3-C             7.9 15.9 25.0 

Podere  Selva (Podere Maiar-1) 2.6 8.4 18.8 

      Gallina Selva level A South 

   

0.7 1.1 2.3 

   

 

Selva level B North 

   

2.2 5.6 11.2 

   

 

Selva level B South 

   

0.6 2.2 5.9 

   

 

Cembalina 

      

1.3 2.1 3.0 

 

Fondo Perino 

      

6.4 9.2 12.9 

 

East Selva 

      

18.3 21.9 25.6 

  Riccardina             8.2 24.4 81.2 

Cadelbosco Zini (Qu-B) 

   

0.9 2.3 3.9 

   di Sopra Canolo (Qu-A) 

   

0.6 0.9 1.4 

   

 

Canolo (Pliocene) 

   

0.3 3.1 8.9 

     Zini (Qu-A)             0.5 1.2 2.0 

  Total gas 29.3 44.9 66.3 12.7 25.8 47.6 42.6 74.7 149.7 

OIL (mmbbls)                     

Torre del Moro               65.0 106.0 240.0 

Cadelbosco Bagnolo in Piano 

   

6.6 27.3 80.6 

   di Sopra Bagnolo SW             22.1 54.5 112.0 

Grattasasso Ravizza 

   

2.8 16.1 41.6 

   
  Total oil  0.0 0.0 0.0 9.4 43.4 122.2 87.1 160.5 352.0 

Source: Company  
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Company valuation 
We have established coverage of Po Valley Energy with an initial sum-of-the-parts valuation of 11.6c per 

share. The summary of our NPV 10 based assessment is outlined in the table below. Within our Euro and 

Australian dollar denominated valuation, we have applied core valuations to the company’s interests in the 

Selva field and the Teodorico offshore gas field development. We note that the current share price is 

wholly underpinned by the valuation of PVE’s interest in Selva, which aside from modest additional 

investment in surface facilities is production-ready pending final production permitting. 

The development of Teodorico is unfunded and we anticipate that execution of the full development plan 

will require capital investment of approximately €53.7m. In this regard, PVE is examining several options 

which include debt, project finance or the introduction of a farm-in partner. With any of these options 

likely to have a significant impact on the company’s valuation, we note that our current assessment could 

be subject to substantive changes as events unfold. 

We have included conservatively discounted valuations for PVE’s interest in contingent and prospective 

resource upside on Podere Gallina given that it is primarily located within the Selva Malvezzi Production 

Concession and further 3D seismic and drilling activity has the potential to deliver additional reserves and 

provide substantial upside to the Selva field development.  

At this stage, we have not included a valuation for the company’s Torre del Moro asset given that drilling 

activity on this asset represents a significant financial commitment for which the company is unfunded at 

present. Similarly, the company is unfunded for activity in regard to its Cadelbosco di Sopra and 

Grattasasso exploration licences. However, both have substantial contingent oil and gas resources and we 

note that prior to the discontinued sale of these combined assets to Delta Energy Limited in October 2018, 

a value of €1.13m had been agreed with Delta. This is a metric that we are comfortable attaching to the 

combined permits in the event that PVE effects a disposal at a later date. Alternatively, additional 

exploratory work on either of these licences, subject to funding, has the potential to provide significant 

upside to this assessment. 

After adjustments for an estimated full year’s corporate overhead and the company’s existing debt position 

at the end of December 2018, we arrive at our Euro denominated valuation to which we have applied the 

current AUD/€ exchange rate of A$1.60:€1.00 and the current issued share capital of 621.8 million shares 

to generate a per share metric. We understand that PVE has not granted any options over any unissued 

shares in the company and this valuation remains undiluted at this stage. 

 

Po Valley valuation summary 

Licence Country Status €m A$m A$c 

Selva Malvezzi (Selva gas field) Italy Development  17.9 28.7 4.6 

Selva Malvezzi (Contingent resources) Italy Appraisal 4.5 7.2 1.2 

Selva Malvezzi (Prospective resources) Italy Exploration 6.5 10.3 1.7 

d.40.AC-PY (Teodorico gas field) Italy Development  17.6 28.2 4.5 

Cadelbosco di Sopra Italy Exploration/Appraisal 1.1 1.8 0.3 

Grattasasso Italy Exploration/Appraisal 0.0 0.0 0.0 

Overheads Corporate -1.0 -1.6 -0.3 

Debt Corporate -1.7 -2.7 -0.4 

Cash Corporate 0.1 0.1 0.0 

Total     45.0 72.0 11.6 

Source: TPI estimates  
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Italy – The Podere Gallina permit 
PVE holds a 63% working interest and operatorship of the 506 km

2 
Podere Gallina Exploration Permit 

located in the Po Valley river region of Northern Italy. The company’s partners in Podere Gallina are AIM 

quoted United Oil & Gas (AIM: UOG) with a 20% interest and Prospex Oil & Gas (AIM: PXOG) with the 

remaining 17%.  

The Po Valley river region is a proven and mature hydrocarbon province with over 5,000 wells drilled to 

date. Podere Gallina, located near the city of Bologna contains the Selva gas field on which a successful 

appraisal/development well, Podere Maiar-1d, was drilled at the end of 2017 and subsequently flow tested 

in January 2018. The permit also contains several additional exploration targets which are examined in 

greater detail in this report. 

Outlined below is Selva Malvezzi, a clearly defined 80.68 km
2
 sub-section of the wider Podere Gallina 

licence, which is under application for a Production Concession. As is clear, this defined area contains the 

Selva field in addition to the East Selva, Riccardina, Selva North and South and Fondo Perino prospects 

which have the potential to provide significant longer term upside to the Selva field development. 

 

Location of the Podere Gallina Exploration Permit 

 

Sources: Company  
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The Podere Maiar-1d well (Selva field) 

The Podere Maiar-1d appraisal/development well was spudded in late November 2017 targeting a gas 

volume updip the existing Selva-5 and Selva-6 wells. Under the terms of the company’s farm-in 

agreements with its partners at the time, we estimate that PVE paid only 34% towards the cost of the well, 

which we believe cost approximately €3.5m, in return for a 63% working interest. 

The well was completed successfully on 20 December 2017 to a depth of approximately 1,350 metres and 

perforations executed post completion identified two gas reservoirs in the Lower Pliocene sands of the 

Porto Garibaldi Formation. These reservoirs have been termed C1 and C2. 

 

Location of the Podere Maiar-1d well on Selva 

 

 

Productive horizons 

The C1 and C2 reservoirs were delineated with total gross pay of 62.5 metres and net pay of 44 metres. 

The shallower C1 gross pay runs from 1,253.5m MD (Measured Depth) to 1,275.5m MD and has a gross 

pay of 22m and net pay of 15.5m. The gas-water contact (GWC) is located at 1,237m and C1 has been 

perforated over 2.5m in the uppermost section of pay. 

The deeper and thicker C2 horizon runs from 1,282.5m MD to 1,322.5m MD and has a net pay of 25.5m. 

The GWC is located at 1,274m and the interval has been perforated over 8.5m. At this point, we believe 

that C2 could be the initial productive horizon on the field. 
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Drilling the Podere Maiar-1d well (Nov-Dec 2017) 

 

Source: Company 

 

Flow testing confirms commerciality 

The Podere Maiar-1d well was flow tested in January 2018 with peak flow rates of 148,136 scmpd 

(standard cubic metres per day), equivalent to 5.2 mmcfpd on a 3/8 inch choke from the C2 interval and 

129,658 scmpd (4.6 mmcfpd) from C1 on the same sized choke. A summary of the test results is outlined 

in the tables below. 
 

Flow test results from C2 level 

Choke Flow rate Flow rate Flowing well head pressure % pressure drop  

Inches scmpd mcfpd Bars across constriction 

1/8 inch 17,850 631 122.8 0.2% 

2/8 inch 66,000 2,332 120.7 1.9% 

18/64 inch 80,700 2,852 119.5 2.8% 

3/8 inch 148,136 5,234 111.9 9.0% 

Source: Company RNS 

Flow test results from C1 level 

Choke Flow rate Flow rate Flowing well head pressure % pressure drop  

Inches scmpd mcfpd Bars across constriction 

1/8 inch 14,348 507 119.3 0.3% 

2/8 inch 64,475 2,278 115.0 3.9% 

18/64 inch 77,351 2,733 113.7 5.0% 

3/8 inch 129,658 4,582 105.1 12.2% 

Source: Company RNS  
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Commercial discovery declared 

Based on these strong flow rates, which exceeded the pre-test expectations of 100,000 scmpd (3.5 

mmcfpd), and a methane content of 99.5% recorded from each horizon, PVE declared Selva a commercial 

discovery. This status is augmented by the location of the Podere Maiar-1d well which is only 1,000 metres 

from the Italian national grid connection, enabling an inexpensive tie-in to local transportation 

infrastructure (see photograph below). 

 

Location of Podere Maiar-1d well in relation to SNAM pipeline tie-in 

 

Source: Company 

 

Production Concession preliminary award for Selva Malvezzi 

PVE submitted a Production Concession application for the Selva gas field to the Italian Ministry at the end 

of May 2018. As outlined previously, the application covers the 80.68 km
2
 Selva Malvezzi area outlined in 

blue on the earlier map of the licence. 

In January 2019, the Production Concession application was granted preliminary approval by the Italian 

government and PVE has outlined its plans for a development of the Selva field. This will include the 

installation of a fully automated gas plant at the existing Podere Maiar-1d well site and the running of a 1 

km pipeline to connect to the nearby Italian National Grid. This phase of development is budgeted to cost 

approximately €2.34m gross. 
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The development is targeting the installation of facilities with a capacity of up to 150,000 scmpd (5.3 

mmcfpd) gross from the C1 and C2 reservoirs. Although we note that the reservoirs have tested 

successfully at these volumes, we anticipate that initial production is likely to commence at a stabilised 

rate of c.100,000 scmpd in order to provide effective reservoir management in the initial production 

stages. 

 

Capacity for additional production 

Subject to a planned 3D seismic survey on the Selva area, which is also outlined on the map at the 

beginning of this section, PVE and its partners plan to drill additional wells targeting further prospectivity 

on the licence. These include the Selva East, Selva South and North Flanks and Riccardina structures 

among others. It is important to note that the Production Concession covering the area shown on the 

licence map will enable subsequent gas discoveries adjacent to Selva to be tied in quickly with gas 

production infrastructure across the whole concession. 

 

Selva field reserves 

In a recent Competent Persons Report (CPR) published by CGG Services (UK) Limited in April 2019, the 

independent consultant has estimated that remaining 2P gross reserves on the Selva field are 13.4 BCF 

(8.4 BCF net to PVE). The reserves estimates in both metric and imperial denominations are outlined in 

the tables below. 

 

Selva field reserves (MMscm and BCF) 

Gross MMscm   Net MMscm   

Sand 1P 2P 3P 1P 2P 3P 

C1 48 129 209 30 81 132 

C2 69 250 637 43 158 401 

Total 117 379 846 74 239 533 

Gross BCF   Net BCF   

Sand 1P 2P 3P 1P 2P 3P 

C1 1.7 4.6 7.4 1.1 2.9 4.6 

C2 2.4 8.8 22.5 1.5 5.6 14.2 

Total 4.1 13.4 29.9 2.6 8.4 18.8 

Source: CGG 
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Indicative valuation of the Selva field 
Utilising guidance from the CPR coupled with our internal estimates, we have attempted to ascribe an 

indicative valuation to PVE’s interest in the Selva gas field using an NPV based cash flow model.  

The company will fund its share of further development expenditure at its working interest share of 63% 

and we note from the CPR that a further €2.34m of gross development expenditure, related primarily to 

final surface facilities, compression equipment and pipeline connection to the grid, is required.  

We anticipate that the field can be developed and most of the 2P gas resources recovered from the Podere 

Maiar-1d well. The Selva field was previously on production since the 1950s to the 1990s and several 

analogous wells recovered substantial volumes of gas, the most notable of which was the Selva-6-C well 

which recovered 31 BCF. Other significant producers included Selva-5-C and Selva-17-C which also 

recovered 10.5 BCF and 11.75 BCF of gas respectively. 

We have assumed that a single well will commence production in early to mid-2020 and that initial rates 

of approximately 100,000 scmpd (3.5 mmcfpd) will be sustained for the first three to four years consistent 

with the long term production potential of the Pliocene reservoirs across the Selva structure. Our 

assumptions are based on the production profile below which is adapted from CGG’s CPR. 

 

Anticipated gas production profile for the Podere Maiar well (mcfpd) 

 

Source: CGG Services (UK) Limited 

 

Revenue and cost assumptions  

To our production profile, we have applied a flat long term gas price of N€0.23 per cubic metre (equivalent 

to NN€6.51 per mcf), a reflection of average Italian gas prices since 2016. In line with CPR guidance, we 

have applied a royalty of 10% on all revenue from gas produced in excess of the annual royalty free 

allowance of 25 million cubic metres.  
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Cost assumptions 

Within our assumptions, we have assumed fixed opex of €0.3m per annum over the life of the field. CPR 

guidance also indicates a €0.015/m
3
 unit charge for compression from 2024 which we have factored into 

our assumptions. This implies a significant increase in field opex to an annual level in excess of €0.8m at 

this time, declining gradually as gas volumes fall. 

To profits from production, we have applied Italian corporation tax of 24% and a further 3.9% of 

regional income tax (IRAP) which is applicable to onshore production. 

 

Indicative NPV 

On the basis of our assumptions, we have ascribed a net NPV of €17.9m for PVE’s 63% working interest 

in the Selva gas field. This is more or less in line with CGG’s assessment of €18.2m, the slight difference 

being attributable to CGG’s treatment of the gas price which dips during the earlier years of production 

before inflating over later productive years.  
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Podere Gallina – Resource upside 

Selva North and South 

Following the drilling of the Podere Maiar-1d well, PVE firmed up two additional prospects on the north 

and south crests of the original Selva gas field. Structurally, both prospects rely on the same stratigraphic 

pinch-out concept that the Podere Maiar-1d well demonstrated and both are located almost entirely within 

the Selva Malvezzi production concession area as demonstrated below. 

Both structures are termed ‘prospects’ by the company. However, by virtue of already having produced gas 

to surface in commercial quantities from previous wells, leaving significant volumes of gas updip in each 

accumulation, they fall into the contingent resources category and are viewed by the company attractive 

low risk potential additions to the longer term Selva production profile.  

 

Level B North and South prospects 

 

Source: Company 

 

Proof of concept 

PVE has identified Level A and Level B sands which were productive in the Selva field and pinch out onto 

the underlying thrust fold structure in the same way the Level C sands do on Podere Maiar-1d. The 

company expects that the A and B sands will demonstrate comparable reservoir properties to the Level C 

sands and the thickness of the sands is known from older producing wells such as Selva-9 for the North 

prospect and Selva-12 for the South prospect.   
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In this particular case, PVE expects that for the North prospect, only the Level B sand is expected although 

both sands are expected to be present in the South prospect. 

Both prospects were worked up by information provided by eleven reprocessed 2D seismic lines and 

historical Selva gas well data. The indicative contingent resources ascribed to each prospect is outlined in 

the tables below suggesting that substantial and potentially producible gas resources will exist in close 

proximity to the Podere Maiar production facilities when they are completed.  

 

Selva North and South prospects resources (MMscm and BCF) 

Gross MMscm   Net MMscm   

Prospect 1C 2C 3C 1C 2C 3C 

Level B North 99.8 252.3 504.5 62.9 158.9 317.8 

Level B South 27.5 96.6 264.5 17.3 60.9 166.6 

Level A South 29.3 51.2 102.1 18.5 32.3 64.3 

Total 156.6 400.1 871.1 98.7 252.1 548.7 

Gross BCF   Net BCF   

Prospect 1C 2C 3C 1C 2C 3C 

Level B North 3.5 8.9 17.8 2.2 5.6 11.2 

Level B South 1.0 3.4 9.3 0.6 2.2 5.9 

Level A South 1.0 1.8 3.6 0.7 1.1 2.3 

Total 5.5 14.1 30.7 3.5 8.9 19.4 

Source: CGG 

 

Establishing an initial value for contingent resources 

The table below indicates that CGG has established project Chance of Success of 70% for Level B North 

and 60% for Level A and B South which is slightly less defined. This reflects the estimated chances that the 

volumes ascribed can be commercially extracted.  

To establish a conservative indicative valuation for these resources at this stage, we have applied a unit 

NPV per mcf of gas based on the existing Selva field development. This has been calculated on the basis of 

pricing in the cost of the Podere Maiar-1d well in 2017 rather than the higher unit NPV calculated from 

2019 onwards. To this risked metric, we have also applied a substantial commercial risk factor to account 

for non-technical aspects such as permitting for a potential development in order to generate an initial 

assessment. We note that successful future drilling on either prospect is likely to firm up these numbers 

and serve to reduce the associated risk factors, boosting the indicative valuation significantly. 

 

Indicative valuation for Selva North and South contingent resources (2C) 

  Gross PVE Net  CoS NPV/mcf Unrisked Risked Commercial risk Full risked 

Prospect BCF % BCF % € €m €m Discount (%) €m 

Level B North 8.9 63% 5.6 70% 1.52 8.5 6.0 50% 3.0 

Level B South 3.4 63% 2.1 60% 1.52 3.3 2.0 50% 1.0 

Level A South 1.8 63% 1.1 60% 1.52 1.7 1.0 50% 0.5 

Total 14.1   8.9     13.5 8.9   4.5 

Source: CGG, TPI estimates  
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Prospective resources 
There are several additional large prospects located within the Podere Gallina licence of which three, East 

Selva, Fondo Perino and Riccardina are located within the Selva Malvezzi production concession. A fourth 

significant prospect, Cembalina, is located outside the concession towards the north of the wider licence 

area. 

The prospective resources as outlined in the CGG CPR are outlined in the tables below in both metric and 

imperial and gross and net to the company’s 63% interest in the licence. We note that these additional 

structures represent significant additional upside to the planned development at Podere Maiar, with over 

88 BCF (Best) of gas estimated to be contained in the three primary structures within Selva Malvezzi.  

 

Podere Gallina prospect inventory (MMscm and BCF) 

  Gross MMscm   Net MMscm   CoS 

Prospect Low Best  High Low Best  High   

East Selva 824.1 985.6 1,149.8 519.2 620.9 724.4 40% 

Fondo Perino 288.9 413.5 580.6 182.0 260.5 365.8 34% 

Cembalina 59.5 93.5 133.1 37.5 58.9 83.9 51% 

Riccardina 367.2 1,097.8 3,651.5 230.1 691.6 2,300.4 21% 

Total  1,539.7 2,590.4 5,515.0 970.0 1,632.0 3,474.5   

  Gross BCF   Net BCF   CoS 

Prospect Low Best  High Low Best  High   

East Selva 29.1 34.8 40.6 18.3 21.9 25.6 40% 

Fondo Perino 10.2 14.6 20.5 6.4 9.2 12.9 34% 

Cembalina 2.1 3.3 4.7 1.3 2.1 3.0 51% 

Riccardina 13.0 38.8 128.9 8.2 24.4 81.2 21% 

Total  54.4 91.5 194.7 34.2 57.6 122.7   

Source: CGG 

 

Riccardina prospect 

The largest prospect within the production concession area is Riccardina located only 5 km from the 

Podere Maiar-1d well. This accumulation has already been identified by ENI which tested the prospect in 

2004 but encountered water bearing sands and abandoned the well. However, PVE has reinterpreted the 

2D seismic data which comprises 10 lines and is of the opinion that the original well just missed the 

prospect, coming in on the wrong side of a thrust fault and lying outside the area that is interpreted to 

signify the presence of gas. 

The depth structure map below depicts very clearly the Riccardina prospect and the location of the original 

ENI well which PVE believes probed the wrong side of a major fault.  

The structure is reasonably well defined by 2D seismic lines although PVE is keen to acquire additional 3D 

data over the structure to better define the area. This information is likely to serve to increase the current 

Chance of Success which is currently 21%. Within the calculations to arrive at this CoS, CGG notes that the 

primary risk for Riccardina is the seal capacity of the fault that defines the northern margin of the 

prospect.  
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Depth structure map of the Riccardina prospect 

 

Source: Company 

 

East Selva prospect 

Within Selva Malvezzi, PVE has also highlighted the large East Selva prospect which lies on the pinch-out 

edge to the east of the main Selva field. Both Selva and East Selva are identical in concept and located on 

the same play trend as the nearby Minerbio field to the northwest of Selva outside the Podere Gallina 

licence. 

Minerbio is now depleted although still used for gas storage by its operator, SRG (Snam Rete Gas). As with 

the main Selva field, East Selva represents a target in the C sand interval, the top of which is estimated to 

be at a vertical depth of c.1,230 metres. The map below depicts the East Selva prospect clearly in addition 

to valuable additional data including the location of the historical wells on the wider Selva structure. 
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Stratigraphic location map of East Selva 

 

Source: Company 

 

Recoverable resources double that of Selva 

CGG has indicated that East Selva could contain Best case gross recoverable gas resources of almost 35 

BCF. Since the successful well result from Podere Maiar-1d, CGG has increased the CoS for East Selva from 

30% to 40% and we believe that this could increase further if the 3D seismic survey proposed by the 

company can delineate the structure more clearly and de-risk the work programme prior to drilling. 

Presently, the primary risk remains the definition of gross rock volume based on a limited number of 

seismic lines. 

 

Other prospects 

Fondo Perino  

Fondo Perino is defined by the dip closed cap of a hanging wall anticline located between the Selva-1 and 

Selva-23 wells which are clearly defined on the map above. Like the existing Selva field, the reservoirs are 

Lower Pliocene sandstones and the Fondo Perino structure is believed to be the updip gas bearing level 

tested on the Selva-1 well, as such the CoS is quite high at 34% according to CGG. 
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Cembalina 

The small Cembalina prospect is located to the north of the Podere Gallina licence outside the Selva 

Malvezzi production concession. The prospect is defined by five 2D seismic lines at the Upper Pliocene 

level. Prospective resources carry a high CoS of 51% as a function of the relatively close proximity of other 

gas fields producing from Early Pliocene sands.  

We note that plans to assess the smaller Cembalina prospect with additional seismic work have yet to be 

firmed up at this stage although given its relatively separate location north of the Selva prospect group; we 

would assume that any seismic work conducted within the next 12 months would not include it. 

 

Establishing an initial value for prospective resources 

To engineer an indicative valuation for the key prospects on Podere Gallina, we have applied the unit 

NPV per mcf of gas produced from our Selva field valuation outlined earlier to the unrisked net 

prospective resource for each prospect. However, to risk this appropriately we have applied the indicative 

CoS and commercial risk factors to account for non-geological risks.  

At this early stage, we have elected to exclude Cemballina from our core assumptions at this stage as it 

falls outside the current area of focus for the company. We note that with production facilities in place at 

Podere Maiar, it would likely be straightforward to tie production from the core prospects into a wider 

development project assuming a successful drilling programme. However, given that additional seismic 

work and evaluation, exploration drilling and permitting are yet to be completed, we have ascribed a 

relatively high commercial risk factor to PVE’s Podere Gallina prospect inventory at this stage. 

 

Indicative valuation for prospect inventory on Podere Gallina (Best case) 

 

Net Resource CoS NPV/mcf Unrisked Risked Commercial risk Fully risked 

Prospect BCF % € €m €m % €m 

East Selva 21.9 40% 1.52 33.3 13.3 75% 3.3 

Fondo Pierino 9.2 34% 1.52 14.0 4.7 75% 1.2 

Cembalina 2.1 51% 1.52 3.2 1.6 100% 0.0 

Riccardina 24.4 21% 1.52 37.1 7.8 75% 1.9 

Total 57.7 

  

87.5 27.5 

 

6.5 

Source: Company, TPI estimates 

 

Cash flow can fund future exploration activity 

As yet, future exploration activity is largely unfunded. However, we expect that net cash flow from the 

Podere Maiar-1d well could be at least N€3.0m-N€4.0m per annum for several years after full production is 

instigated and considerably higher in the first 12 months of production as the company offsets historical 

losses against Italian corporate tax. This would provide the company with significant financial resources 

from which to draw in order to participate in further exploration activity on Podere Gallina and realise 

significant value within its core asset portfolio.  
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AR94PY (Teodorico) 
The AR94PY licence is located off the east coast of Italy, approximately 30 km southeast of the city of 

Venice. The licence covers 526 km
2
 and is 100% owned and operated by PVE. The wider licence area 

contains the d.40.AC-PY Production Concession which covers 65.9 km
2
 and contains the undeveloped 

Teodorico gas discovery in addition to the PL3-C gas prospect. 

The location of AR94PY and the d.40.AC-PY production concession within the delineation of the 12-

nautical mile development limit is outlined on the map below. This delineation relates to the 2016 Italian 

government Budget Law which reintroduced restrictions on offshore oil and gas exploration and 

development within 12 nautical miles of the Italian shore.  

 

Location of the AR94PY licence offshore Italy 

 

Source: Company 

 

The Teodorico discovery 

Teodorico was discovered through the successful Carola-1 well drilled by ENI in 1986 to a depth of 2,620 

metres. Formerly known as the Carola/Irma discovery, Teodorico consists of a four way dip closure located 

in shallow waters of approximately 30 metres in the northern Adriatic Sea. 
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Including the discovery well, a total of four wells have been drilled on Teodorico between 1986 and 2001 

and gas was observed in several sands within the Pleistocene and Quaternary intervals. The largest 

potential volumes are believed to be located in Pleistocene C, D and E sands in addition to the Quaternary 

QU-4 sand. 

 

Testing confirms discovery 

The Carola-1 well tested at a rate of 62,000 scmpd (c.2,190 mcfpd) from a ¼ inch choke from sand PLQ-

C2. However, this sand is partially located within the 12 mile limit and consequently, has not been 

considered as reserves under Italian law. Nevertheless, the QU-4 sand was tested at 87,800 scmpd (c.3,100 

mcfpd) through a ½ inch choke demonstrating viable flow rates. 

The Irma-1 well, drilled in 1988 to a depth of 2,572 metres tested gas at 131,000 scmpd (c.4,600 mcfpd) 

from level PLQ-E2/F and from PLQ-D1 at a maximum rate of 281,000 scmpd (c.9,900 mcfpd). 

The Carola-2 well, drilled in 1992, demonstrated very clear gas indications from well logs, similar to the 

two previous wells on the structure. Core samples recovered demonstrated high porosity in the range of 

22.6% to 37.3% and good permeabilities of 0.14mD to 174mD (millidarcies). 

A final well, Irma-2X was drilled in 2001 and showed traces of gas but was categorised as dry. All four 

wells drilled on the structure have since been plugged and abandoned. The locations of these primary 

wells on the licence are outlined clearly on the map below. 

 

Location of wells drilled on licence AR94PY 

 

Source: Company  
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Reserves and contingent resources 

PVE has identified seven gas bearing sands within the Teodorico discovery. These are: 

• QU-3 (Upper Pleistocene) 

• QU-4 (Upper Pleistocene) 

• PLQ-C (Lower Pleistocene) 

• PL1-C2/C6 (Lower Pleistocene) 

• PLQ-D1 (Lower Pleistocene) 

• PLQ-D2 (Lower Pleistocene) 

• PLQ-E2-F (Lower Pleistocene) 

Each formation forms a four way dip closure with stacked reservoirs comprised of turbidite sands, silts and 

shales, the source sediment having been washed off the Alpine and Apennine mountain chains into 

subsiding basins. 

The main area of interest which encompasses the previously drilled wells is covered by a 3D seismic 

survey, acquired between 1993 and 1997 and reprocessed in 1998. PVE purchased and interpreted 118 

km
2
 of this survey and confirmed the structures at each interval.  

CGG has calculated that the primary 2P reserves are located in the PLQ-C, PLQ-D1, PLC-D2 and PLQ-E2-F 

horizons with additional contingent resource upside of a further 10.6 BCF of gas located in the other three 

intervals which are located predominantly within the 12 mile coastal limit. This differentiation between 

reserves and resources is outlined in the two tables below.  

At this stage, we have assigned no valuation to Teodorico’s contingent resources given that we do not 

anticipate a near term scenario where the Italian government will lift the 12 mile restriction on offshore oil 

and gas developments enabling these resources to be reclassified as commercially recoverable reserves. 

 

Teodorico reserves net to PVE (100%) (MMscm and BCF) – Outside 12 mile limit 

Asset (MMscm) 1P 2P 3P 

Teodorico 756 1,034 1,345 

Asset (BCF) 1P 2P 3P 

Teodorico 26.7 36.5 47.5 

Source: CGG 

 

Teodorico contingent resources net to PVE (100%) (MMscm and BCF) – Inside 12 mile limit 

Asset (MMscm) 1C 2C 3C 

Teodorico 210 301 396 

Asset (BCF) 1C 2C 3C 

Teodorico 7.4 10.6 14.0 

Source: CGG 
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Prospective resource potential 

We noted previously that the Irma-2X well tested predominantly water from a pinch-out structure which 

was terms PL3-C. However, located to the southeast of the AR94PY licence is the Naomi-Pandora gas field 

which produces from the same reservoir horizon. Consequently, PVE believes that the updip extension of 

the PL3-C sand is a prospective structure which it would be keen to probe with a well.  

CGG has ascribed best estimate prospective resources to this structure of 450.3 MMcsm (15.9 BCF) with a 

17% Chance of Success. This CoS reflects the uncertainty of the gas charge within the reservoir and trap 

integrity (fault seal). Although we do not anticipate an exploration well on this prospect within the short 

term, the company notes that any gas discovery could easily be tied into Teodorico’s facilities when 

completed. 

The wider licence also contains the Rita lead, which demonstrates similar geology to the Naomi-Pandora 

gas field, in addition to the Adele and Azzurra-Ginevra discoveries. However, these latter two discoveries 

are located within the 12 mile limit and as such, cannot be appraised further at this time. 

 

Development plan for Teodorico 

The Teodorico discovery is located in a mature production province in shallow water depths offshore 

northern Italy. PVE has outlined its plans to develop Teodorico with an unmanned tripod wellhead 

platform with minimal topside facilities. As is clear from the map below, the company plans to locate the 

platform just beyond the 12 mile limit from shore and tie it back to an existing offshore platform only 12 

km away. This is proposed to be Naomi-Pandora gas field, operated by ENI which will provide access to 

the existing pipeline which delivers gas to the ENI-operated Casalborsetti gas terminal on the Italian 

mainland. 

 

Proposed location of Teodorico tripod gas production platform 

 

Source: Company. CGG  
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Capital investment 

The company has performed preliminary development work for the Teodorico field and cost estimates 

were submitted and approved by the Italian government in 2015. As such, a preliminary 20-year 

Production Concession was awarded in Q4 2015 providing permission to drill two development wells to be 

connected to nearby infrastructure. The current gross capital expenditure estimates to develop to the 2P 

reserves on Teodorico are summarised as: 

• Two development wells:    €21.4m  

• Production facilities and platform:  €22.7m 

• Tie-in pipeline to nearby platform:  €4.4m 

• Project management:   €3.2m 

• Contingency:    €2.0m 

We have assumed that a two well development comprising deviated wells to target all productive intervals 

is completed in 2023 with commercial production commencing in July 2023. The production profile 

outlined below is adapted from CGG and assumes that the full 36.5 BCF 2P gas reserves are produced over 

a 20 year period with plateau production over the first eight years of field life. 

We have also applied an abandonment charge of €5.0m which has been deemed by CGG to be a 

reasonable assumption. 

 

Estimated Teodorico production profile (mcfpd) 

 

Source: CGG estimates 

 

Revenue assumptions 

To our production profile, we have applied a flat long term gas price of N€0.23 per cubic metre (equivalent 

to NN€6.51 per cubic feet), a reflection of average Italian gas prices since 2016 and consistent with our 

treatment of the Selva field. In line with CPR guidance, we have applied a royalty of 7.0% on all revenue 

from gas produced in excess of the annual royalty free allowance of 80 million cubic metres.  
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Cost assumptions 

Within our assumptions, we have assumed fixed opex of €1.7m per annum over the life of the field. CPR 

guidance indicates a €0.035/m
3
 unit tariff for services at the Naomi-Pandora platform which we have 

also factored into our assumptions. This implies annual field opex to an annual level of nearly €5.1m at 

peak production. 

To profits from production, we have applied Italian corporation tax of 24% and a further 3.9% of 

regional income tax (IRAP) which is applicable to offshore production. 

 

Indicative valuation of Teodorico 

On the basis of our assumptions, we have ascribed a net NPV of €17.6m for PVE’s 100% working interest 

in the Teodorico gas field. This is broadly in line with CGG’s assessment of €17.8m, the difference being 

attributable to CGG’s treatment of the gas price, as outlined in the valuation of the Selva field, compared 

to our fixed metric. 

 

Teodorico funding options 

The capital commitment required for the development of the Teodorico discovery is significant for a 

company of PVE’s size. However, the management has outlined several solutions which may prove 

effective in expediting the project and minimising dilution for existing shareholders. 

 

Farm-in opportunity 

PVE has already completed a short list of potential strategic partners for Teodorico and plans to 

commence discussions in the current year. Any deal will be subject to substantial due diligence. 

However, the prospect of a farm-in with a carried interest for PVE could be very attractive in reducing 

the company’s financial exposure and de-risking the project significantly.  

 

Construction finance 

PVE has outlined the option to engage with platform owners and agree a potential platform for equity 

swap with the owners. This would serve to de-risk the project by risk sharing with a partner with aligned 

interests in the development. 

 

Debt finance 

As outlined previously, Teodorico represents a major financial undertaking and PVE has endeavoured to 

solicit interest from debt providers with which to fund the project. Such a move would enable PVE to 

potentially retain a 100% interest in the project although interest payments on a wholly owned interest 

would reduce the net cash flow to the company and represent a significant financial obligation until the 

debt was repaid. 

Nevertheless, outlined below is a rudimentary and illustrative cash flow model outlining how PVE would 

be able to finance activity on Teodorico utilising a fixed term debt facility which could be repaid rapidly 

out of cash flow from both Selva and Teodorico. As outlined in the notional model, post debt repayment, 

cash flow accruing to the company escalates substantially.   
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Illustrative debt finance cash flow model 

Item 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028 2029 2030 2031 

Selva net revenue 0.0 4.2 5.1 5.1 5.1 4.9 4.4 4.0 3.9 3.5 3.2 2.8 2.6 

Teodorico net revenue 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 11.1 22.0 22.0 22.0 22.0 22.0 22.0 22.0 22.0 

Total revenue 0.0 4.2 5.1 5.1 16.2 26.9 26.4 26.0 25.9 25.5 25.1 24.8 24.5 

Selva opex 0.0 -0.2 -0.2 -0.2 -0.2 -0.5 -0.5 -0.5 -0.4 -0.4 -0.4 -0.4 -0.4 

Teodorico opex 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 -3.4 -5.1 -5.1 -5.1 -5.1 -5.1 -5.1 -5.1 -5.1 

Total opex 0.0 -0.2 -0.2 -0.2 -3.6 -5.6 -5.6 -5.5 -5.5 -5.5 -5.5 -5.5 -5.4 

EBITDA 0.0 4.0 4.9 4.9 12.7 21.3 20.8 20.5 20.4 20.0 19.7 19.4 19.1 

Margin 0% 96% 96% 96% 78% 79% 79% 79% 79% 78% 78% 78% 78% 

Tax 0.0 -0.1 -1.4 -1.4 -1.4 -3.7 -3.6 -3.5 -3.4 -3.3 -4.0 -5.4 -5.3 

Operating cash flow 0.0 3.9 3.6 3.6 11.3 17.6 17.3 17.0 16.9 16.7 15.7 14.0 13.8 

Total capex -1.5 0.0 0.0 -53.7 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

Debt financing (repayments) 0.0 0.0 0.0 53.7 0.0 0.0 0.0 -53.7 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

Assumed equity funding 5.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

Equity funding costs -0.5 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

Interest @ 10% 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 -5.4 -5.4 -5.4 -2.7 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

Total funding 4.5 0.0 0.0 53.7 -5.4 -5.4 -5.4 -56.4 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

Net cash flow 3.0 3.9 3.6 3.6 5.9 12.2 11.9 -39.4 16.9 16.7 15.7 14.0 13.8 

Cash balance b/f 0.5 3.5 7.4 11.0 14.6 20.5 32.7 44.6 5.2 22.1 38.8 54.5 68.4 

Cash balance c/f 3.5 7.4 11.0 14.6 20.5 32.7 44.6 5.2 22.1 38.8 54.5 68.4 82.2 

Source: TPI estimates 
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Other exploration assets 

Torre Del Moro 

The Torre Del Moro Exploration Licence was awarded to PVE in February 2017 (PVE: 100%). The licence 

is located in a region on the Eastern margins of the Apennines. The geology is represented by Lower 

Jurassic carbonates of the Marmarone Formation located at depths of 3,500 metres to 6,000 metres 

overlain by Miocene aged sediments. 

Oil shows have been encountered in the Sarsina-1 well which is located only 16 km away from the Torre 

Del Moro licence area and PVE notes that the crestal part of the wider Torre Del Moro fold is as yet, 

undrilled at a depth of up to 4,000 metres, somewhat shallower than the Sarsina well which probed a 

considerably deeper thrust fold at over 5,700 metres measured depth. 

 

Cross section of the Torre Del Moro structure 

 

Source: CGG 

 

Drilling target 

The primary prospective reservoir in Torre Del Moro licence is the Lower Jurassic fractured limestones of 

the Calcare Massiccio with a secondary target represented by the Upper Triassic fractured and jointed 

dolomites which are located immediately underlying the primary structure. 

The Sarsina-1 well has demonstrated that a working petroleum system is evident in the area and 86.4 km 

of 2D seismic lines acquired from ENI for €430,000 in 2018 have generated a structural interpretation in 

support of the gross rock volume of the structure. The seismic coverage of the licence and the crest of the 

primary structure are outlined on the map below with added interpretation of the probable extent of the 

wider structure.  
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2D seismic data on the Torre Del Moro licence and top Reservoir depth map (inset) 

 

Source: Company 

 

Seismic dataset purchased from ENI 

 

Source: Company  
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Resource potential 

For an onshore play, Torre Del Moro is large with CGG estimating a low to high prospective resource case 

of 65 mmbbls - 240 mmbbls with a mid-case assumption of 106 mmbbls. At present, the competent person 

has ascribed a modest 11% CoS to the prospect to reflect uncertainty of the potential seal for the reservoir 

in particular.  

We estimate that an exploration well on the prospect would be a major undertaking at over €25m to probe 

depths of 5,500 metres plus. However, in the event of a successful outcome, the company estimates that a 

horizontal production well could deliver over 15,000 bopd of production resulting in a rapid payback of 

initial drilling costs. 

As it stands, PVE is unfunded for this part of the portfolio. However, we do not rule out the potential for a 

farm-out arrangement with a major third party to move this prospect closer to potential commerciality 

when financial arrangements for Teodorico have been established.  

 

Cadelbosco di Sopra licence 

PVE’s Cadelbosco di Sopra licence (PVE: 85% for the gas play, otherwise 100% for the oil play) has a 

range of contingent and prospective targets within the 512.8 km
2
 licence area located in the Emilia 

Romagna region onshore Italy. In particular, the Zini (Qu-B) contingent resource represents a 

redevelopment of part of the old Correggio field which has produced nearly 255 BCF to date, primarily 

from the Pliocene sands.  

Mapping by PVE has identified untapped modest up-dip gas resource potential of approximately 2.7 BCF 

gross recoverable gas resources within the field. The company has also identified additional contingent 

resources on the western flank of the Correggio field represented by the Canolo (Qu-A) target which is a 

Quaternary drape above folded Pliocene strata. These Pliocene sands are also understood to contain 

further contingent resources within the PL2-C and PL3-D sands bringing the gross estimated contingent 

resources for the field up to 7.4 BCF of gas. These are outlined individually in the tables below. 

 

Cadelbosco resources gross and net to PVE (85%) (MMscm and BCF) 

  Gross MMscm   Net MMscm   

Asset 1C 2C 3C 1C 2C 3C 

Zini (Qu-B) 31 77 130 27 65 111 

Canolo (Qu-A) 20 31 48 17 27 41 

Canolo (Pliocene) 11 102 297 10 87 253 

Total 62 210 475 54 179 405 

  Gross BCF   Net BCF   

Asset 1C 2C 3C 1C 2C 3C 

Zini (Qu-B) 1.1 2.7 4.6 0.9 2.3 3.9 

Canolo (Qu-A) 0.7 1.1 1.7 0.6 0.9 1.4 

Canolo (Pliocene) 0.4 3.6 10.5 0.3 3.1 8.9 

Total 2.2 7.4 16.8 1.8 6.3 14.2 

Source: CGG 
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Potential oil upside – Bagnolo in Piano discovery 

The company notes that three wells were drilled into the deeper Lower Cretaceous Bagnolo Limestone 

between 1970 and 1981 and subsequent acidisation and nitrogen lifting test recovered 17.9° API oil at 195 

bopd from a 20 metre thick perforated section. 

Although core descriptions from Bagnolo in Piano suggest that the reservoir may be fractured and the 

discovery is potentially commercial, we have elected to consider this accumulation tight and requiring 

further appraisal drilling to establish a potentially exploitable oil reserve. This is reflected by CGG’s 

resource estimates which range widely from a 1C estimate of 6.6 mmbbls to a 3C estimate of 80.6 mmbbls 

with a 2C assessment of 27.3 mmbbls net resources. 

Po Valley notes that this discovery has had up to five wells in total drilled on the structure and could be 

placed on production using horizontal wells should a development plan be expedited in the future. 

There is believed to be additional upside with regards to the Bagnolo field in the form of a southwest 

extension to the field. This is a separate fault block which could be considered highly prospective in the 

event that a step-out well was drilled on the structure. Again, the suggested resources are significant and 

CGG estimates that best case net prospective resources could be 54.5 mmbbls with a 34% CoS. This is 

within a low to high range of 22.1 mmbbls to 112.0 mmbbls of oil. 

 

Grattasasso Licence 

The small 34.1 km
2
 Grattasasso licence (PVE: 100%) contains the Ravizza oil discovery in the 

Eocene/Oligocene limestone strata located to the northeast of the Bagnolo in Piano discovery on the 

adjacent Cadelbosco licence.  

Ravizza was tested by the Ravizza-1 well and is believed to possess similar characteristics to Bagnolo in 

Piano in that it is a folded, faulted and fractured carbonate reservoir with matrix oil in addition to a 

fracture volume. As implied by the illustration below, Ravizza-1 tested medium oil at a rate of 453 bopd 

plus associated gas  

CGG’s resource estimates range from 1C estimate of 2.8 mmbbls to a 3C estimate of 41.6 mmbbls with a 

2C assessment of 16.1 mmbbls net resources for the Ravizza discovery.  
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Cross sections of Ravizza and Bagnolo in Piano discoveries 

 

Source: Company 
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Appendix - Board of Directors 
Michael Masterman – Chairman and CEO 

Michael is a co-founder of PVE. He took up the position of Executive Chairman and CEO of PVE and 

Northsun Italia S.p.A. in 2002 and resigned in October 2010 to take on an Executive role with Fortescue 

Metals Group Limited. Prior to joining PVE he was CFO and Executive Director of Anaconda Nickel (now 

Minara Resources). Michael oversaw the financing of the US$1bn Murrin Murrin Nickel and Cobalt project 

in Western Australia, involving the negotiation of a US$220m JV agreement with Glencore International 

and the raising of US$420m in project finance from a US capital markets issue - the first of its kind for a 

green fields mining project. Prior to joining Anaconda Nickel, he spent 8 years at McKinsey & Company 

serving major international resources companies principally in the area of strategy and development. He is 

also Chairman of W Resources Plc, an AIM listed company with tungsten and gold assets in Spain and 

Portugal. Mr Masterman became a member of the Remuneration & Nomination Committee from 1 January 

2011. 

 

Byron Pirola – Non-Executive Director 

Byron is a co-founder of PVE and is based in Sydney. He is currently a Director of Port Jackson Partners 

Limited, a Sydney based strategy management consulting firm. Prior to joining Port Jackson Partners in 

1992, Byron spent six years with McKinsey & Company working out of the Sydney, New York and London 

Offices and across the Asian Region. He has extensive experience in advising CEOs and boards of both 

large public and small developing companies across a wide range of industries and geographies. Byron is 

Chairman of the Audit and Risk Committee and member of the Remuneration and Nominations 

Committee. 

 

Kevin Bailey – Non-Executive Director 

Kevin was appointed as a director on 22 April 2016. He has been a shareholder of the company since April 

2008 and brings significant business acumen and experience to the Board. Mr Bailey is a highly successful 

businessman with a range of business interests, both local and overseas. He worked for 28 years as a 

Certified Financial Planner and was a founding director of the Shadforth Financial Group Limited. Until 

recently he was a member of the Prime Minister’s Community Business Partnership and devotes 

considerable time to philanthropic interests. In the 2017 Australia Day Honours he was made a member of 

the Order of Australia for significant service to Australia-Timor Leste relations, to philanthropic 

organisations, to the financial planning sector, and to the community. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Note to reader: Unless otherwise stated, factual information in the note has been sourced from the company 

and opinions are those of the author.  
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THIS DOCUMENT IS NOT FOR PUBLICATION, DISTRIBUTION OR TRANSMISSION INTO THE UNITED STATES OF 

AMERICA, JAPAN, CANADA OR AUSTRALIA. 

 

Conflicts 

This is a non-independent marketing communication under the rules of the Financial Conduct Authority (“FCA”). The 

analyst who has prepared this report is aware that Turner Pope Investments (TPI) Limited (“TPI”) has a relationship with 

the company covered in this report. Accordingly, the report has not been prepared in accordance with legal requirements 

designed to promote the independence of investment research and is not subject to any prohibition on dealing by TPI or its 

clients ahead of the dissemination of investment research.  

TPI manages its conflicts in accordance with its conflict management policy. For example, TPI may provide services 

(including corporate finance advice) where the flow of information is restricted by a Chinese wall. Accordingly, 

information may be available to TPI that is not reflected in this document. TPI may have acted upon or used research 

recommendations before they have been published. 

 

Risk Warnings 

Retail clients (as defined by the rules of the FCA) must not rely on this document.  

Any opinions expressed in this document are those of TPI’s research analyst. Any forecast or valuation given in this 

document is the theoretical result of a study of a range of possible outcomes and is not a forecast of a likely outcome or 

share price. 

The value of securities, particularly those of smaller companies, can fall as well as rise and may be subject to large and 

sudden swings. In addition, the level of marketability of smaller company securities may result in significant trading 

spreads and sometimes may lead to difficulties in opening and/or closing positions. Past performance is not necessarily a 

guide to future performance and forecasts are not a reliable indicator of future results.  

AIM is a market designed primarily for emerging or smaller companies and the rules of this market are less demanding 

than those of the Official List of the UK Listing Authority; consequently AIM investments may not be suitable for some 

investors. Liquidity may be lower and hence some investments may be harder to realise. 

 

Specific disclaimers  

TPI will act as broker to Po Valley Energy (“PVE”) upon the company’s introduction to the AIM Market of the London Stock 

Exchange (“AIM”). TPI’s private and institutional clients may hold, subscribe for or buy or sell PVE’s securities.  

This document has been produced by TPI independently of PVE. Opinions and estimates in this document are entirely 

those of TPI as part of its internal research activity. TPI has no authority whatsoever to make any representation or 

warranty on behalf of PVE. 
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General disclaimers 

This document, which presents the views of TPI’s research analyst, cannot be regarded as “investment research” in 

accordance with the FCA definition. The contents are based upon sources of information believed to be reliable but no 

warranty or representation, express or implied, is given as to their accuracy or completeness. Any opinion reflects TPI’s 

judgement at the date of publication and neither TPI nor any of its directors or employees accepts any responsibility in 

respect of the information or recommendations contained herein which, moreover, are subject to change without notice. 

Any forecast or valuation given in this document is the theoretical result of a study of a range of possible outcomes and is 

not a forecast of a likely outcome or share price. TPI does not undertake to provide updates to any opinions or views 

expressed in this document. TPI accepts no liability whatsoever (in negligence or otherwise) for any loss howsoever arising 

from any use of this document or its contents or otherwise arising in connection with this document (except in respect of 

wilful default and to the extent that any such liability cannot be excluded by applicable law).  

The information in this document is published solely for information purposes and is not to be construed as a solicitation 

or an offer to buy or sell any securities or related financial instruments. The material contained in the document is general 

information intended for recipients who understand the risks associated with equity investment in smaller companies. It 

does not constitute a personal recommendation as defined by the FCA or take into account the particular investment 

objectives, financial situation or needs of individual investors nor provide any indication as to whether an investment, a 

course of action or the associated risks are suitable for the recipient.  

This document is approved and issued by TPI for publication only to UK persons who are authorised persons under the 

Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 and to professional clients, as defined by Directive 2004/39/EC as set out in the 

rules of the Financial Conduct Authority. This document may not be published, distributed or transmitted to persons in the 

United States of America, Japan, Canada or Australia. This document may not be copied or reproduced or re-distributed to 

any other person or organisation, in whole or in part, without TPI’s prior written consent.  

Copyright © 2018 Turner Pope Investments (TPI) Limited, all rights reserved. 


